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Setting the Configuration Variables

When your installation of Metric Insights is configured, there are a series of "config file"
parameters that control the behavior of the application. Changes to a configuration
parameter are made using the UI on the Config Variables screen

1. Access Admin > Utilities > Config Variables

To locate specific variables, limit the display:

1. By Function using the Drop-down
2. By Parameter name using the Search function
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2. View definition of parameter or change its value

1. Hover over the parameter name to view the definition and default value
2. Select the Edit gear to change the parameter value

3. SImply enter new value and Save
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4. Changed values will display with highlight

For changes to take affect, you must Commit Changes

5. Committed message displayed

Now your system will use updated variable(s)
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Using your own favicon with Metric Insights

The favicon, or Favorite icon, is a small square icon typically displayed in the browser's
address bar or next to the page title on the tab in a tabbed browser. Metric Insights ships
with our default favicon installed.

To install your own favicon, you will need:

1. A starting image of at least 70px x 70px
2. Run your starting image through http://realfavicongenerator.net/
3. Save the generated images to the Metric Insights server
4. Switch the Config variable to use your custom favicon

1. Example of our favicon

1. Favicon on the tab of a tabbed browser
2. Favicon in the address bar

2. Generate the favicon files through
http://realfavicongenerator.net/

Use this website to generate the properly named and sized images:
http://realfavicongenerator.net/

For the best results, the website recommends a starting image of 260px x 260px as a minimum.
You can get away with using a starting image as small at 70px x 70px, though.

The following files will be generated:
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3. Save the generated files to your Metric Insights server

After generating all of the files, save them to your Metric Insights server in this folder:

/opt/mi/iv/www/img/fav_custom

4. Update the config variable "USE_CUSTOM_FAVICON"

1. Edit the Config variable 'USE_CUSTOM_FAVICON'
2. Set the" variable to "Y"
3. Save changes
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5. Open a web browser to Metric Insights

All that is left now is to open a new web browser to your instance of Metric Insights. You should
now see your custom favicon.
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Creating a Homepage Message

To inform Metric Insights users (everyone or specific user groups, such as Regular Users or
Admins) on any news, changes or instructions essential for the seamless company
operation, a new feature has been added to the system - Homepage message. When
enabled, the message is displayed at the top of the Homepage below the page filters in Tile,
List, Grid and News view.

This article covers the process of creating the Homepage Message and its resulting look.

1. Open the Homepage Message setup screen

Navigate to Admin menu > Utilities > Homepage Message

The Homepage Message screen opens.
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2. Configure Homepage Message

1. Make sure that the Homepage message is enabled at the top of the screen;
otherwise, it will not be activated during th time specified below.

2. Define when the message display should be started and ended (with exact time, if
needed) when the message is to be shown at the Homepage.

3. Define the users who should see this message. The message can be shown to
Everyone, specific User Types (which can be specified by checking the boxes for the
corresponding user groups ('Admins', 'Power User', 'Regular Users') or user Group(s).

4. Create your message in the text field: you can play with colors, size and formatting.

Do not forget to Save your settings.
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3. Review the result at the Homepage
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Monitoring your system
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What is the Status Monitor Page?

The Status Monitor page provides details on how your Metric Insights system is functioning,
as explained below.

Access the Status Monitor from the Admin menu
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Notifications in the Status Monitor

Setting the Notifications to off stops all system notifications (Alerts, Bursts, Favorite Digests;
described at My Notifications - Overview) from being sent to any User. Meanwhile all Email
notifications are queued and once the Notifications are turned back on, they are sent to their
participants.
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'Status' tab

1. Application time: see what time/time zone the Metric Insights server is running in
2. See detailed monitoring stats provides system performance information intended

for Metric Insights support with an option to download a file with monitoring
information. Support may ask for these files if you experience system latency,
crashing, or other performance issues.

3. The error logs are useful for Administrators when troubleshooting. You will see tiles
with diagnostic information for items like Overdue Triggers or Elements with Error.
Use the How do I fix this links for more information and see the error logs below.

4. This section gives high level monitoring for load, email queues, data collection and
more.

NOTE: More information on understanding errors and how they can be corrected can be seen
in Monitoring Metric Insights

Email Test and Tableau Trusted Authentication
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1. Click Send Test Email to confirm that emails sent from Metric Insights are reaching
the end user. You will be prompted to enter a test email address

2. The Test Tableau Trusted Authentication verifies the secure sign on (SSO) from the
Metric Insights server to Tableau

'Application Errors' tab

View the most recent errors and messages in this tab. Click any entry for more information on
it.

NOTE: To downloaded a full set of error logs click Get error logs. Please contact support with
questions about errors and troubleshooting.
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'Elements with Error' tab

Elements that failed to run are shown in this tab. Hover over items in the Error column on far
right to expand the detail information.

'Mobile Log' tab

Contents of the Mobile log are displayed in this tab.
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Customizing Emails
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Customizing Header and Footers in Emails

If you require different information or logos to be included in your company emails, you
can use standard HTML to add custom headers and / or footers to them. In addition to the
Default settings, you can separately customize Alert, Favorite and Collaborative emails.

If you specify a custom header for an email type, but do not specify a footer, the default
footer will be used. To omit a header or footer, enter blank HTML statement.

See also Creating a new Email Digest Template (Version 4) or

1. Access Header and Footer templates from Admin drop-
down> Email Templates in newest versions
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2. Select to add a new Template

1. Select [+ New Header/Footer] button to display Add Email Template pop-up
2. Select Email Type
3. and either Header or Footer

Note: You can only have one email template per Email Type/Type combination. For example,
you cannot have more than one alert header template.
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3. Enter HTML code to format your customized
information

1. Enter HTML code
2. Metric Insights has a number of variables already formatted and available for your

use in defining Headers and Footers
3. Preview results
4. If had a problem,you can Revert to original default HTML

4. Notes on including images in your email headers or
footers

If the Metric Insights server is accessible from the internet, the image can be included in email
headers using this code:
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• Add to HTML; <img src="$HOSTNAME/img/image_file.png"/>
• In that case, the image file must be placed in the /var/www/iv/www/img/ directory

In those situations where the Metric Insights server is behind a firewall but is sending email to
the outside world, the image_file.png is send as an email attachment.:

• Add to HTML; <img src="$IMAGE:image_file.png" />
• In that case, the image file must be placed in the /var/www/iv/data/temp/email-

template-images

4.1. Standard "All" Header Code

<table width="100%" align="center" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" border="0">
<tr>

<td height="34" valign="top" style="padding-top:5px;">
<img border="0" src="$LOGO" alt="Metricinsights" height="30" class="CToWUd">

</td>
<td valign="top" style="color:#666666;text-align:left;padding-left:20px;">

<!-- Text entered here will appear to the right of the logo. -->
</td>

</tr>
</table>

4.2. Standard "All" Footer Code

<table width="100%" align="center" cellpadding="0" cellspacing="0" border="0"
style="color:#666666;font-size:12px;">

<tbody>
<tr>

<td colspan=2 style="padding-bottom: 8px;">
Sent to $USERNAME from: $PORTAL_NAME ($HOSTNAME)

</td>
</tr>
<tr>

<td>
Have questions?<br/>
Contact
<a href="mailto:$SUPPORT_CONTACT_EMAIL" style="font-

size:13px;color:#37809f;text-decoration:underline">$SUPPORT_CONTACT_EMAIL</a>
</td>
<td align="right">

<i>The information in this digest is company confidential</i><br>
Copyright &#169; $YEAR All Rights Reserved

</td>
</tr>
</tbody>

</table>
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Creating a new Email Digest Template

Email templates in Metric Insights are created using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, allowing
great control over how the email body of your company's digests will look.

If your business requires a custom template, you can create one following the instructions
below, or contact support@metricinisghts.com to submit a request for a template with
specific requirements.

1. Open the list of Email Templates

1. Go to Admin > Email Templates
2. The list of email templates available in the system opens. Your Metric Insights

instance comes preloaded with 16 default templates shown at the screen above.
Each of such templates is marked either as locked or default and can be neither
edited, nor deleted

2. Creating a new template
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[Option 1] Duplicate on of the default templates

1. Open the Digest Template that should serve as a basis of a new editable template
2. Click the Duplicate icon at the top right corner of the screen
3. Provide a name for a new template in the opened pop-up
4. Click Duplicate

You can edit this template according to your requirements. For more details on Email Template
properties and settings, refer to Step 3.
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[Option 2] Create a new Template based on an existing one

1. Open the list of Email Templates
2. A the page bottom click [+ New Template]

1. Select the email type to which a new template should be applied
2. Enter unique template Name
3. This section changes dynamically depending on the Email type in the first field. Specify if

the template will be the default for either Digests or Bursts
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Save your entry.

3. Defining Digest Template settings in the Editor

Information tab

Information tab allows you to set Default templates and to specify datasets for inclusion in
Preview and Test emails.

The Attached Datasets section allows you to add a set of data from MI elements to be available
in the email digest. In order to specify a dataset:

1. Click [+ New Dataset]
2. Select a dataset you want to use
3. Save the changes made

You can use this option to specify MI elements you want to see in your digest for the specified
template. E.g. When you specify Report 1 in Dataset for a particular Digest Template and set
users to receive the template emails, they will receive the Report 1 dataset in emails.

NOTE: It's not obligatory to add datasets for creating digest templates.
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Email Structure

The Change history button allows you to view revisions to your code over time.

The screenshot above displays the default Favorites template. You can use this as a base
example of the code from which to build your own template.

NOTE: If you duplicated one of the default templates, this tab is going to contain the HTML code
that is used to define the structure of the email body. If you create a template from scratch, it is
going to be empty.
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Transformation & Rendering

This tab contains the rendering template for each section identified in the sections tab. This
code specifies how the data will be rendered.

NOTE: If you duplicated one of the default templates, this tab is going to contain the HTML code
that is used to define the structure of the email body. If you create a template from scratch, it is
going to be empty.
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Section Templates

From this tab, you can manipulate the input data, such as appending report data (datasets) to
the core digest data object (digestTemplate.data), applying transformation functions, and
initiating the rendering of email sections as defined in the sections code.

NOTE: If you duplicated one of the default templates, this tab is going to contain the HTML code
that is used to define the structure of the email body. If you create a template from scratch, it is
going to be empty.
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Settings

The variables in the Settings tab allow you to customize as well as turn on/off features for your
Digest and Burst Emails. Some examples are:

1. SHOW_UNSUBSCRIBE_LINK will determine whether or not an unsubscribe link will be
included in the emails

2. HEADER_IMAGE can be changed to a file uploaded via the Branding page
3. MAX_DIGEST_ANNOTATION_DISPLAY will set the maximum number of annotations

displayed within the Digest

Applying custom email digest templates
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Favorites Digest

In order to use your newly created custom Email Digest Template in Favorites Digest you need
to:

1. From the User menu, select "Favorites"
2. Choose your custom Email Digest Template from the Email template drop down list

To learn more about Favorites Digests, visit: What are Favorites Digests?

Bursts
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Templates are applied to your Bursts in the same manner as favorites.

1. From the User menu, select "Bursting"
2. Choose your custom Email Digest Template from the Email template drop down list

To learn more about Bursts, visit: Setting up a new report burst
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Making Bulk Changes to
Elements
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Making Bulk Changes to Elements

Bulk change feature helps saving a lot of time and instead of changing a specific setting in
each system element separately it allows changing the value of a certain field (setting) for
the several selected elements.

Bulk change feature is available for all system elements: Metrics, Multi-Metrics, Reports,
External Reports or Other External Content.

Video Tutorial

1. Access Content > Elements

1. The list of all elements available in the system opens
2. Check the boxes for the elements where the same settings should be changed to a

common value
3. Click Bulk changes at the bottom of the page

The Choose field and New Value pop-up opens.
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2. Choose the field and select the setting which should be
applied to all selected elements

1. Select the field which should be changed for all elements. In Version 3 and prior only
element visibility on the Homepage and Topic can be changed in bulk

2. This filed is dynamically changed depending on the option selected in the field above

Options available for Bulk Change:

Info

• Topic: Define a single or several topics that unite selected elements. For more details,
see: Create a Topic

• Category: Select a common category from the drop-down list. For more details, see:
Create a Category

• Business Owner: Select a new business owner of the defined elements from the drop-
down list. NOTE: Making either a Regular or a Power User the Business Owner of any
Element provides NO View Access to the element or access to its Dimension/Values (if
any).

• Data Collection Trigger: Define a common trigger for the selected elements by
choosing one of the Data Collection Triggers from the drop-down list. For more details,
see: What are Data Collection Triggers?

Charting

• Statistical View - Standard Deviation: Provide the value of Standard Deviation and
leep in mind that it will be recalculated for the ENTIRE metric history and affect all alerts
on 'Unusual Value'. For more details, see: How are Moving Average and Standard
Deviation calculated in MI?
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• Moving Average: Specify the interval for which moving average should be calculated.
For more details, see Add a Moving Average line to a Metric chart

• Chart Data Expiration: Define the time period after which the chart data shall be
considered expired if it is not updated

• Show Min Ever / Show Max Ever:
• Show Summary: You can enable Statistics summary information (Current Value, %

Change, 10 Day Avg, linked elements, etc.) for multiple Metrics at once. Summary
information is only applicable to Metrics and is shown at the right of the Metric Viewer.
For more details, see: Statistics summary information

Access

• Enabled/Disabled: Define whether selected elements should be enabled or disabled.
NOTE: Only elements that have been successfully validated will be enabled.

• Global Access: Setting access to public will make elements accessible to everyone,
regardless of account login.

• Visibility: Define whether the element should be visible on the Homepage.

3. Preview and Confirm Changes

1. Preview the changes to be applied in the Current value and New Value columns. At
this point you can still exclude unnecessary rows by clearing their check-boxes.

2. Click Make Updates to save the changes made
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Managing Measurement &
Charting Intervals
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Update Measurement Interval Settings

Your Metric Insights instance comes with a standard set of Measurement Intervals, each
of which has a series of settings that control such behavior as display of values, alert
parameters, default naming conventions, and chart labels. An Administrator may review
and edit most of these fields. You can also specify those Charting Intervals that apply to
each Measurement Interval. You cannot add or remove any Measurement Interval.

If your business requires a new Measurement Interval, contact
support@metricinisghts.com in order to request that a new one be provided. Since
significant development is involved in implementing a new Measurement Interval, there is
no "quick fix".

1. Access Admin > Reference Objects > Measurement
Intervals

The Measurement Intervals list opens. Select a Measurement Interval to be updated and you are
going to be redirected to the Measurement Interval Editor.

For this example we choose 'Daily'.
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2. The 'Interval Definition' tab

1. Change any of the Definition settings on this tab
2. Phrase used to construct the default Name of Reports that Keep History
3. Statistical window: sets the number of prior Measurement Values to be included in

Moving Average and Standard Deviation calculations when a Metric using this
interval is considered for 'unusual value' alerts and stoplight settings

4. Alert window: sets value used with the interval's unit to construct an interval
expression that determines if a Metric value is too old for alert processing. In this
example, if data is recollected for 6 months, alerts will only be generated for the most
recent 30 day period.
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3. The 'Charting Intervals' tab

Modify, Delete or Add Charting Intervals to be available to use for comparison values for
Metrics with this Measurement Interval.

For more details, refer to: What is the Impact of Charting Intervals on Charts?

4. The 'Override Compare Lines' tab
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Modify, Delete or Add Compare Lines to be available for use in charts for Metrics with this
Measurement Interval.

For more details, refer to: Why are there Compare Lines only on some Metric Charts?

NOTE: Compare Lines lists the compare lines which Users may select to use for the
Measurement Interval. Standard Compare Lines (lower grid) lists the compare lines that are
default for this Measurement Interval.
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Displaying Currency Symbols
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Why don't my Element tiles, tables and
charts have a currency symbol?

If you expect to have a Currency Symbol and it does not appear on your Report' or Metric,
there are multiple settings that you can check to determine what needs to be changed in
order to ensure the display.

The following factors play a role in what Currency Symbol appears preceding a Report's
numeric column display on the tile, tables and charts

• Configuration Parameter: There is an parameter in Config Variables that holds
the default currency symbol for your instance; e.g., $ sign for our US-based
customers. To edit this, please link here

• Display Masks: Display masks can be explicitly assigned to a Report's Result Set's
numeric Data Columns. The format of the masks determine whether a currency
prefix should be used; e.g., $1,234K vs 1,234K.

• Measures: The measure assigned to the Report has a setting that determines
whether Elements using the Measure should be shown as currency ; e.g., Sales
figures are expressed in currency while Units are not.

• Dimensions: Dimensions can be defined so that each Dimension Value has its
own currency symbol; e.g., France results could be reported as Euros, not Dollars

• Report Editor: The display of a Report's numeric columns can be explicitly defined
to use a currency or numeric Display Mask that override all other settings.

PRE-REQUISITES:

• Determine your Reports’s settings of: Measure Of and Dimensioned By
• Confirm that your instance has a default Currency Symbol configured
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1. Access the Measure Editor from Report or Metric Editor

1. Click the Edit icon to open the Measure Editor

1.1. Review Measure Currency Setting

For Report's that have this Measure as its Measure of setting, the Show Values as Currency
field controls the format of the default Display Mask associated with the Report's Result Set's
numeric columns. If it is set to:

• "Yes": The column's default mask has a Currency Prefix.
• "No": The column's default mask does not have a Currency Prefix
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2. If you element is dimensioned, review Dimension Editor
Currency Settings

1. Open the Dimension Editor
2. Verify that the Advanced Settings section, the Include Individual Currency Prefix is

set to "Yes" NOTE: Without this setting being "Yes", it is not possible to assign a
Currency Prefix to a Dimension Value in the Dimension Values grid

3. Notice that the individual Dimension Values have a variety of Currency Prefix
symbols

2.1. Assign Currency Prefix Setting on a Dimension Value

On the Add (or Edit) Dimension Value pop-up, include or change the Currency Prefix
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NOTE: If both the Dimension's and the Dimension Value's settings are not as described, the
tile or chart for this Dimension Value will not have a currency symbol.

3. Review Metric Values in Report / Metric Editor

Confirm that both of the following conditions exist on those numeric Data Columns that you
want to display with a currency symbol:

1. Show as Currency? is checked
2. The Display Format setting either shows "Default" or a Display Mask that includes a

currency value is selected

If both of these conditions do not exist, the currency symbol will not display.
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Controlling Display Formats
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Smart Defaults

Selection of the appropriate 'default' Display Mask for data collected/uploaded for Metrics
and Reports is initially determined by Metric Insights by analyzing the content of the input
data elements rather than requiring you to specify a mask explicitly for every numeric data
element.

The default Display Mask for your numeric fields is based on its analysis of various initial
settings. This process prevents your being required to choose a mask for each new
element. You can change the defaulted Display Mask at anytime from the element's Editor
by choosing another mask, either by using the Override Display Mask option on the Metric
Editor or in the Format column on the Report Editor, both explained below.

1. General Formatting Rules

In the process that formats numeric Data Columns, default Display Mask values are set as
follows:

REPORTS:

The following rules are applied to the display of information in a Report, both in its Tables and
in the Data Point Mouse-over Display of the Report Viewer as well as axis labels. NOTE: Similar
logic is applied to a Metric's Measurement Value:

• If you have set an explicit Display Mask for the column/value, it is utilized.
• If not, the maximum value in result set for a specific column determines the mask: If the

minimum value is > 1,000,000, numbers are divided by 1,000,000 and the result is
displayed followed by the Millions_display_suffix value stored in your config file (shows
as “M” in the template)

METRICS:

The rules that are used to determine the precision of Measurement Value displays on Metric
charting are determined the maximum value for the column unless that value is 0, in which
case the average column value is used:

1. Show any number > 10 but =< 100 with a maximum of 1 decimal point; e.g., 10.23
and 10.21 are shown up rounded as 10.2

2. Show any number => 100 without any precision; e.g., Instead of '$123.45K', always
show '$123K' since having precision in decimal points when the base number is > 100
is not very meaningful and forces the font to be smaller than it needs to be.

3. Show numbers < 10 with at least 1 decimal point of precision (i.e., 8 instead of 8.2). If
2 decimal points can be included, show with decimal points. If it is not possible to
display with at least 1 decimal point precision and meet minimum font size
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requirements, numbers are not displayed above the chart at all (for any bars in the
chart). For values less than 10, dispalying at least one decimal point of precision is
preferred.

4. Display numbers < 5 with at least 2 decimal points of precision; e.g., 3.22. If this can
not be done while meeting minimum font size requirements, numbers are not
displayed above any bars in the chart.

5. If a value is expressed as Millions, show precision only on integer values
6. The 'METRIC_DEFAULT_THOUSANDS_DELIMITED' config setting is used as the default

for displaying thousands

Examples

The table below shows how Integer and Decimal values are displayed:

1.1. Measure Editor Setting

The default currency mask is determined:
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• If it is new (first time seen), set based on Show values as Currency setting of the
element’s Measure of setting in the Measure Editor

• By analyzing the column’s name: If it exists in other elements, the Prefix is set based on
the most common setting

1.2. Display Mask Drop-down List Organization

At the top of the drop-down list are those masks that are applicable based on the Measure
Editor's Show Values as Currency (Step 1.1) setting; that is, those that are most likely to be
used appear above the line and the less applicable masks are below it:

• If this option is set to 'yes', currency-related display masks are placed above the line
with the non-currency masks below it

• If this option is set to 'no', non-currency display masks are shown above the line with the
currency-related masks underneath it

NOTE:

• If an element typically contains larger values, choose a mask that aggregates data by
thousands or millions in order to enhance readability of a value's display on a tile and in
the Full Chart view.

• You can override the default value by choosing another mask, either using the Override
Display Mask on the Metric Editor or in the Display Mask column on the Report Editor
(both shown in subsequent steps)
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2. Metric Editor

1. The Display Format Mask rules are applied the same way for both 'Integer' and 'Decimal'
values of a data point. If in the settings in the Metric Editor > Data Collection tab the Data Values
field is set to 'Decimal', there are no decimal places shown on either Chart axes or Data Point
Mouse-over Display if the following conditions are met:

• There is no Override Display Mask set for the Metric
• The 'Measure' and the 'Dimension' both call for currency

2. In the Metric Editor > Charting tab, you can select an Override Display Mask and choose
both a Display Format that includes a currency Prefix

NOTE: If the size of the values collected could make the decimals insignificant, the default mask
will not contain decimals
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3. Report Editor

The following settings can be specified in the Report Editor > Data Collection tab:

1. In the Report Columns grid if you do not change the system-set Format, 'Default' is
displayed in this column. Click the corresponding row of the Format column to open
a drop-down list allowing you to select any available Display Mask (as shown in the
'units' row).

2. You may indicate whether the value in this column should have a currency symbol by
checking the box in the Currency? column and selecting any Display Format in the
Format columN. NOTE: If you clear the checkbox in the Currency? column, the
setting in the Format column automatically automatically becomes 'Default'.

4. Dimension Editor
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1. On Dimensioned Reports and Metrics, local currency is determined using the
Currency Prefix value set for every Dimension Value

2. Currency for each Dimension Value can be determined only if in Dimension Editor >
Advanced tab, the Include individual currency prefix option is set to 'yes'; otherwise
Currency Prefix column is not shown in the grid

NOTE: For more details on setting currency prefixes, see: Set a Currency Prefix for a Dimension
Value

4.1. Dimension Data Collections

For Dimensions with Dimension Values that are not entered manually or loaded from csv file, a
fetch hint is provided as shown above:

• If an additional column is provided in result set, it is populated with the specified
Currency Symbol

• If no symbol is specified for the Dimension Value, the config file entry is used. See
Default Name/Description Values for Elements.

• You can modify the populated value when editing a Dimension Value and if so, your
setting is changed subsequent to Dimension data collection

• If the returned Result Set has an explicitly specified Currency Symbol that is different
from what has been previously entered, it replaces the current entry

• If the fetch does not have a column for the Currency Symbol or returns the existing
symbol or no symbol, no change is made in the Dimension Value's Currency Prefix
setting
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Create a Display Mask

Display Masks are used to control the format of dates and numeric values displayed on a
Chart or data table; for example, yyyy/mm/dd or mm/dd/yyyy.

Masks are one of the customizable pick lists that allows Administrators to create a new
value 'on the fly' while in the process of defining or managing an element if none of the
current Masks meet the requirements determined for an element.

NOTE: The format of Display Masks screen is slightly different in Version 3.

1. Go to Admin > Charting Options > Chart Display Masks

The Display Masks screen opens.

2. Create a Display mask

Click [+ New Display Mask] at the bottom of the page.

The Add Display Mask pop-up opens.
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2.1. Create 'Numeric' Mask Type

For the Mask type select "Numeric" to define it as a number; for more details on creating a
"Date" mask type, see Step 2.2.

1. Select 'yes' to define the value currency; select 'no' for no prefix or other prefix of
your choice

2. Enter the number of Precision digits to be shown after the decimal point character.
If no value or zero is specified in this field, the system displays the number as an
integer.

3. Enter the character to be used as the Thousands Delimiter; for example, a period.
NOTE: If no value is entered, the system displays the number without a delimiter

4. Enter the character to be used as the Decimal Point. In US notation, this is always a
period; for example, 10.50. This field is not required if the number of Precision
Digits is is zero or has no value entered.

5. Select an Amount Format from the drop-down list to be used if 'Thousands' or
'Millions' is chosen. The actual value will be divided by 1000 or 1000000, as specified,
and rounded to the specified precision before it is displayed.

6. Enter the Prefix character(s) or phrase to be displayed before a Mask's value; for
example, '$' dollar sign

7. Enter the Suffix character(s) or phrase to be displayed after a Mask's value; for
example, 'K' for thousands, 'M' for millions

8. Use the Generate icon to the right of the Display Example display box to preview
the mask

Save your settings.
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2.2. Create 'Date' Mask Type

If you chose a Mask Type of Date, complete the following settings:

1. Optional. Enter the Prefix and Suffix character(s) or phrase to be displayed before
and after Mask's date

2. Choose a Show Quarter option to include the quarter number for the date is shown
between the Prefix and the formatted date value

3. Enter the Date Format using the MySQL format string to apply to the date/time
value

4. Use the Generate icon to the right of the Display Example display box to preview
the mask

Save your settings.

NOTE: Only one Display Mask with the exact same settings is allowed.
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Display Values as Percentages (Metrics and
Targets)

There are no defaults to support automatically defining a numeric Measurement Value as
a percentage. Data may be entered or fetched with decimal points representing a percent;
e.g., 15.5 = 15.5%, but the percent sign cannot be included in the values.

NOTE: The format of the Metric and Target Editor is slightly different in Version 3.

Metric Editor Settings

To express Measurement results (and Targets) as a percentage, enter the following settings on
the Metric Editor:

• In the Data Collection tab > Data values are: set to 'decimal'
• In the Charting tab > Override Display Mask: Choose a mask containing a decimal point

and a % sign; e.g., 12.35%

These settings result in both Metric and associated Target values appearing with a % sign, both
in the Homepage and on all Chart Viewers. Target values must be entered as decimal values;
e.g., 1.25, 1.0, 4.5.
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Target Editor Setting

To express Targets as a percentage, verify the following setting on the Target Editor:

• Data values are: set to 'decimal'

Metric Viewer with Target with % Displays
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Managing Notification
Schedules
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Pre-defined Notification Schedules

When users opt into receiving e-mail notifications for alerts, annotations, and/or expired
Elements, one of the related options is how frequently the system distributes these e-mails.
The available frequencies are created and managed in the Notification Schedule Editor (see
Add Schedule or Manage Schedule). Initially your system is loaded with pre-defined
Schedules.

Notification Schedule list

The Metric Insights system comes with the following standard schedules pre-defined:

Notification
Schedule Schedule

Every 10 minutes Sends every 10 minutes if there is anything to send
Hourly Every hour on the hour after the hourly-reporting-refresh has completed
Every 12 hours Runs at 00:00(midnight) and 12:00(noon)

Daily

Every day after 00:03 and after the daily-reporting-refresh has completed
On the first day of the week, this process waits for the weekly-metric-
refresh to complete.
On the first day of the month, it waits for the month-end-reporting-refresh
to finish.
On the first day of the year, this process also waits for the annual-refresh to
complete.

Weekly Every week on the first day of the week1 after the weekly-metric-refresh has
completed

Monthly

Every month on the first day of the month after the month-end-reporting-
refresh has completed.
If this is the first day of the year, this also waits for the annual-refresh to
complete.

1The system default considers Sunday to be the first day of the week.
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Create or Modify a Notification Schedule via
Notification Schedule Editor

When users opt into receiving e-mail notifications for alerts, annotations, and/or expired
Elements, one of the related options is how frequently the system distributes these e-mails.
The available frequencies are created and managed in the Notification Schedule Editor. This
function, restricted to Admin users, is described below.

1. Go to Admin > Notification Schedules

2. Notification Schedule list

1. System opens the 'Notification Schedules ' list containing all existing schedules, both
Public and Private. To edit an existing schedule, click the 'Name' link in the grid to
open the Notification Schedule Editor.

2. If no E-mails (bursts) are associated with this schedule, you can delete the schedule
from this screen. Otherwise you can only delete from the Notification Schedule
Editor

3. To add a new schedule, click the + New notification schedule button
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3. Create a New Schedule

1. Enter a Frequency using choices in drop-down
2. A positive integer value for 'Runs Every' field
3. If you chose to Wait for data collection, you must choose the appropriate Data

collection trigger from the pick list.
4. After you click Save, the 'Notification Schedule Editor' opens where you continue to

define the new custom schedule. See Managing Schedules
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4. Notification Schedule Editor / Schedule based on certain
day

1. You can set your Notification schedule can be set based on day(s) of Week, Month,
or fiscal Month

2. Multiple days may be selected
3. Your schedule can be run multiple times with that day
4. You can also include to Wait for data to be collected by selecting the Data

Collection trigger to be completed before your schedule executes
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5. Notification Schedule Editor additional tabs

The remaining tabs will display:

1. Which notifications were executed on the last running of this schedule
2. Any Bursts associated with this schedule
3. The History of all notifications sent
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Embedding Elements in
Other Applications
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Samples of Embedded Elements

The following are sample pages of what embedding is possible with Metric Insights.

HTML

• Tiles
• preview
• Chart
• Metric Viewer
• Report Viewer

Javascript

• Tiles, Preview, Chart
• Shared Favorite
• Viewer

MediaWiki

• Tiles, Previews and Charts
• Metric Viewer: Daily Sales, Projection View
• Dimensioned Metric Viewer: Monthly Sales for wine furniture, Statistical View
• Report Viewer: Daily Order Volume by Geographic Region - Web Svc
• Dimensioned Report Viewer: Daily Sales by Country for retail channel

Google Sites

• Tiles
• Preview: Metrics
• Preview: Reports
• Charts
• Metric Viewer
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Embedding Overview

Tiles, Preview, Full Chart view and even the entire Viewer can be embedded in your own
web pages. There are two methods for embedding, both can be done on almost any
standard HTML page:

1. By using iFrames (<iFrame>) (for more details refer to Embedding with iFrame on
an HTML Page)

2. Through javascript (for more details refer to Embedding with JavaScript)

You may also choose to embed all of Metric Insights into an iFrame on your web portal:

1. Use the following URL:

https://[yourserver].metricinsights.com/home/embedded/

2. To preselect a Category for the Homepage, include:

#/category/[category_id]

For example, to have an embedded iFrame open the Metric Insights Homepage to Category
5:

https://mycompany.metricinsights.com/home/embedded/#/category/5

NOTE: The format of the Editors is slightly different in Version 3.
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Embedding Codes for an Element in the Element Editor

1. In the element Editor open the Advanced tab
2. Scroll down to the Other section and click </> Embed codes

Embed Codes for a Favorite Section

1. Select Favorites from the Preferences menu
2. The Notifications: Favorites screen opens
3. In the Favorite Folders grid select a folder and click Edit
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4. The Edit Favorite pop-up opens
5. Click Embed codes

Embed Codes for a Category

1. Open the Category Editor > Category Information tab
2. Click </> Embed codes
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Embedding with iFrame on an HTML Page

Metric Insight Elements can be embedded into HTML pages using the <iFrame> tag. The
<iframe> tag is supported in all major browsers. It specifies an in line frame that is used to
embed another document within the current HTML document. Simply copy and paste the
embedding code from the Element Editor into your HTML page.

NOTE: The format of screens is slightly different in Version 3.

Embed Code dialog

1. Verify that "HTML" language is selected
2. Choose the view you want to embed
3. Specify whether you want to include navigation to Metric Insights
4. The iFrame code shows up here to copy and paste into your page

Sample

Here is the Metric Insights HTML sample for Tiles.
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Code

This is the snippet of code from the sample page.

Page
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Embedding with JavaScript

Embedding with JavaScript is slightly more complicated and requires two steps:

1. Add the JavaScript Source to <head>
2. Insert code in the <body> where the element should appear

NOTE: The format of screens is slightly different in Version 3.

Embed Codes Pop-up

1. Check that "JavaScript" is selected
2. Select the view you wish to embed
3. Specify whether you want to include navigation to Metric Insights
4. Copy the script source code to the <head> section of your page
5. Copy and paste the JavaScript code to the <body> of your page where you want the

element to appear

Sample

The Metric Insights JavaScript Demo is a little more complex than a simple copy and paste of
code. We added a drop box that calls a function so we can easily switch between elements.
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JavaScript Source in <head>

function switchElement()

We created a function in the <head> of the sample page for switching out the different
elements in our drop box (see below).

Drop box select_element

Next we created a drop box with a list of Elements. Note that there is an "onChange()" action
that calls the "switchElement()" function created above.

JavaScript code in the <body>
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This is the code in the body of the page and should look similar to the code you see in the
Embed Codes dialog box.

Sample Page
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Embedding on a Google Site

Embedding into a Google Site is also fairly simple. There are two ways you can do this:

1. Copy/Paste iFrame directly into the HTML

Step 1: Show HTML source for your page

When you are editing your Google site, to the far right of the control menu is an "html" button
for toggling directly into the html code.
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Step 2: Edit HTML Pop-up

Now you should see an "Edit HTML" pop-up for entering your embed code.

Step 3: Go to the Embed Codes dialog and Copy Code

Either click on the code in the Embed Code text box and copy or just click the Copy Code
button.
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Step 4: Paste the embed code into the Edit HTML pop-up.

Step 5: Update and Save

You should now be able to see a preview of your site!
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Warning: your code will now be unrecognizable!!

If you go back to edit your site, Google will have messed with your code, as you can see above.
So, sometimes it's better to use the native Gadget UI instead of trying to edit the HTML (see

below).

2. Insert a Google Gadget
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Step 1: Go to Insert >> More Gadgets...

Step 2: Select Include gadget (iFrame)
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Step 3: Look at your Embed Codes dialog

You will have to dissect the code in the Embed Code box to configure the Gadget. Copy only src
section.

Step 4: Configure the Gadget
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Click OK and Save and again you should be good to go!
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Embedding in wiki: a Mediawiki example

Our only experience so far with embedding in wiki is with MediaWiki. To prep your
MediaWiki site, be sure these three things are done:

1. Install Widget Extension: http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/
Extension:Widgets#Download_instructions

2. Add iFrame widget: http://www.mediawikiwidgets.org/w/
index.php?title=Widget:Iframe&action=edit

3. Insert iFrame with the following code: http://www.mediawikiwidgets.org/Iframe

Embed Codes Dialog

You will have to pull code from the "Embed Codes" dialog box to insert into your wiki site. Be
sure Language is set to HTML.

Sample
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Code: MediaWiki

Here is how the embed code looks in MediaWiki. Note that all the different pieces are pulled
from the embed code box, just re-ordered and written for MediaWiki code.

Page

This is how our sample page looks. We used code similar to the above to create a full page of
tiles.
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